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Abstract
The phenomenon known as Watson–Crick complementarity is basic both in the experiments
and theory of DNA computing. While the massive parallelism of DNA strands makes exhaustive
searches possible, complementarity constitutes a powerful computational tool. It is also very
fruitful to view complementarity as a language-theoretic operation: “bad” words obtained through
a generative process are replaced by their complementary ones. This idea seems particularly
suitable for Lindenmayer systems. D0L systems augmented with a speci3c complementarity
transition, Watson–Crick D0L systems, have turned out to be a most interesting model and
have already been extensively studied. A language is generated by a Watson–Crick D0L system
as a sequence of words. Consequently, the systems can be applied also to compute functions in a
natural way. In the present paper, attention is focused on uni-transitional systems, where at most
one complementarity transition takes place in the generated sequence. In spite of their seeming
simplicity, uni-transitional systems represent a vast extension of ordinary D0L systems. This
becomes apparent in their capacity of de3ning functions. Quite remarkably, all basic decision
problems for uni-transitional systems are algorithmically equivalent among themselves, as well
as equivalent to a celebrated open problem. We investigate also a simpler case of systems with
regular triggers, as well as pose some open problems. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
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1. Introduction
The interest in “DNA computing” has been growing rapidly since Adleman’s famous
contribution [1] as apparent from the list of references in [12]. The impact of the
resulting new notions and ideas to the theory of formal languages can be seen also
from the recent Handbook [14].
A keynote in theoretical studies about DNA computing is a phenomenon known
as Watson–Crick complementarity. DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) consists of polymer
chains, referred to as DNA strands. A chain is composed of nucleotides or bases. The
four DNA bases are customarily denoted by A (adenine), C (cytosine), G (guanine)
and T (thymine). A DNA strand can be viewed as a word over the DNA alphabet
DNA = {A; C; G; T}. The familiar DNA double helix arises by the bondage of two
strands. The Watson–Crick complementarity comes into the picture in the formation
of such double strands. The bases A and T are complementary, and so are the bases
C and G. Bonding occurs only if the bases in the corresponding positions in the two
strands are complementary.
Consider the letter-to-letter endomorphism hW of ∗DNA de3ned by
hW(A) = T; hW(T ) = A; hW(G) = C; hW(C) = G:
The morphism hW will be referred to as the Watson–Crick morphism. Thus, a DNA
strand x bonds with hW(x) to form a double strand. The complementarity of two strands
leads (under appropriate conditions) to bondage. By encoding information on the orig-
inal strands in a clever way, far-reaching conclusions can be made from the mere fact
that bondage has occurred. This means that the phenomenon of complementarity pro-
vides computing power. The idea of using the fundamental knowledge, concerning how
the double strands have possibly come into being, is central in Adleman’s experiment
[1]. The idea is also behind the computational universality of many models of DNA
computing [17,12].
Complementarity can be viewed also as a language-theoretic operation. As such hW
is only a morphism of a special kind. However, the operational complementarity can
be considered also as a tool in a developmental model: undesirable conditions in a
string trigger a transition to the complementary string. Thus, the class of “bad” strings
is somehow speci3ed. Whenever a bad string x is about to be produced by a generative
process, the string hW(x) is taken instead of x. If the generative process produces a
unique sequence of strings (words), the sequence continues from hW(x). Suppose that
the class of bad strings satis3es the following soundness condition: whenever x is bad,
the complementary string hW(x) is not bad. Then no bad strings are produced.
While the operational complementarity can be investigated in connection with any
generative process for words, it seems particularly suitable for Lindenmayer systems,
the systems themselves being developmental models. The simplest L system, namely
the D0L system, has been thoroughly investigated, [13,14]. A D0L system generates a
sequence of words. When it is augmented with a trigger for complementarity transi-
tions, as described above, the resulting sequences contain no bad words. The study of
such “Watson–Crick D0L systems” was begun in [10,11,18], and continued in [2,7,20].
The present paper constitutes a further contribution to this topic.
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The formal de3nitions will be given below but an important remark should be made
already at this stage. So far we have spoken only of the four-letter DNA alphabet
but in our theoretical considerations below the size of the alphabet will be arbitrary.
Indeed, we will consider DNA-like alphabets
n = {a1; : : : ; an; Ja1; : : : ; Jan} (n¿ 1)
and refer to the letters ai and Jai; i=1; : : : ; n, as complementary. The endomorphism
hW of ∗n de3ned by
hW(ai) = Jai; hW( Jai) = ai; i = 1; : : : ; n;
is also now referred to as the Watson–Crick morphism. When we view the original
DNA alphabet in this way, the association of letters is as follows:
a1 = A; a2 = G; Ja1 = T; Ja2 = C:
(Observe that this conforms with the two de3nitions of hW.)
The nucleotides A and G are purines, whereas T and C are pyrimidines. This termi-
nology is extended to concern DNA-like alphabets: the non-barred letters a1; : : : ; an are
called purines, and the barred letters Ja1; : : : ; Jan are called pyrimidines. The class of bad
words, considered most frequently in the sequel and denoted by PYR, consists of words
where the pyrimidines form a majority. Thus PYR consists of words over the alphabet
n, where the number of occurrences of barred letter exceeds that of non-barred letters.
Clearly, PYR is a context-free non-regular language.
In spite of their formal simplicity, Watson–Crick D0L systems have quite remarkable
properties. This observation made already in [10,11,18] will be further substantiated in
this paper. For the decision problems we will be concerned with, the following turns
out to be very signi3cant.
Problem Zpos. Decide whether or not a negative number appears in a given Z-rational
sequence of integers.
The decidability status of Zpos is open, although the problem is generally believed
to be decidable. The input is of course assumed to be given by some eMective means
such a linear recurrence with integer coeNcients, or a square matrix M with integer
entries such that the sequence is read from the upper right corners of the powers
Mi; i=1; 2; 3; : : : : Further discussion about this problem and its diMerent representa-
tions can be found in [9,13,19].
We will use standard language-theoretic terminology and notation. In particular,  is
the empty word, |w| is the length of the word w, and |w|a (resp. |w|) is the number of
occurrences of a (resp. letters of ) in w. Language-theoretic issues can be consulted
from [16], and questions concerning Lindenmayer systems from [13,19]. The basic
notion underlying our subsequent investigations is given in the following de3nition.
Denition 1. A D0L system is a triple G=(; g; w0), where  is an alphabet, w0 ∈∗
(the axiom) and g is an endomorphism of ∗. (In the sequel g is often de3ned in terms
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of productions, indicating the image of each letter.) A D0L system de3nes the sequence
S(G) of words wi, i¿0, where wi+1 = g(wi), for all i¿0. It de3nes also the language
L(G), consisting of all words in S(G), the length sequence |wi|, i¿0, as well as the
growth function f(i)= |wi|.
Decision problems will be important below in our considerations. As regards D0L
systems, the following general observation is signi3cant. Consider decision problems
(for instance, the emptiness problem) involving languages of the form L∩K , where L
is a D0L language and K is in one of the families of the Chomsky hierarchy. Such
problems are usually decidable (resp. undecidable) if K ranges over regular (resp.
context-sensitive) languages. If K ranges over context-free languages, the decidability
is often hard to settle, although intuitively the problem might seem to be decidable.
Such problems P are often algorithmically equivalent to the problem Zpos. By this we
mean that any algorithm for solving the problem Zpos yields an algorithm for solving
the problem P, and vice versa.
In particular, various equivalence problems constitute a central chapter in the his-
tory of L systems, see [13,14]. We use here standard terminology. Thus, the sequence
(resp. language, growth) equivalence problem for D0L systems consists of deciding
of two given D0L systems whether or not they generate the same sequence (resp. lan-
guage, growth function). For D0L systems, the decidability of the growth equivalence
problem was settled 3rst. It was also shown quite early, that the decidability of the
sequence equivalence implies the decidability of the language equivalence and vice
versa, whereas the decidability itself remained as a celebrated open problem, until it
was 3nally settled in the late 1970s, see [13,14]. Equivalence problems for Watson–
Crick D0L systems will be one of the topics investigated below. It will be seen that
in the most intriguing case the situation is similar to the one in the early history of
D0L systems: very diMerent problems are algorithmically equivalent but the decidability
itself remains open.
2. Watson–Crick D0L systems
Consider a DNA-like alphabet n and the Watson–Crick morphism hW. A trigger
TR is any recursive subset of ∗n . In many cases, the following condition is assumed
to be satis3ed: whenever x is in TR, then hW(x) is in the complement of TR, that is,
in ∗n − TR.
According to our terminology in the Introduction, TR consists of “bad” strings. The
restriction imposed on TR is our soundness condition: no “bad” strings result if emerg-
ing “bad” words are always replaced by their complementary ones. We now come to
our central de3nitions.
Denition 2. A Watson–Crick D0L system is a construct
GW = (G; TR);
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where G=(n; g; w0) is a D0L system, TR is a trigger and w0 ∈∗n − TR. The
sequence S(GW), consisting of words wi; i=0; 1; : : : ; is de3ned by the condition
wi+1 =
{
hW(g(wi)) if g(wi) ∈ TR;
g(wi) otherwise
for all i¿0. The language, length sequence and growth function of GW are de3ned as
in De3nition 1.
Denition 3. Given a Watson–Crick D0L system GW, an in3nite word t1t2 : : : over the
alphabet {0; 1}, referred to as the Watson–Crick road or briePy road of GW, is de3ned
as follows. Let wi; i=0; 1; : : : ; be the sequence of GW. Then, for all j¿1; tj =0 (resp.
tj =1) if wj = g(wj−1) (resp. wj = hW(g(wj−1))).
Thus, the road of GW indicates the positions in the sequence, where complementarity
transitions take place. If the road equals 0!, then no complementarity transitions take
place. The road 01010! tells us that in the sequence exactly w2 and w4 have been
obtained by a complementarity transition.
De3nition 3 has been formulated for the needs of this paper. The reader is referred
to [18] for a more general framework in terms of Watson–Crick graphs and morphic
equivalences [4].
Denition 4. A Watson–Crick D0L system is called stable if its road equals 0!.
It is obvious that the properties of a Watson–Crick D0L system are largely deter-
mined by the trigger. Clearly, the trigger should not be too complicated. In a regular
Watson–Crick D0L system the trigger is a regular language. We will be mostly inter-
ested in standard systems de3ned as follows.
Denition 5. A Watson–Crick D0L system is standard if the language PYR is its
trigger.
As an illustration, we consider the following standard system. Its alphabet equals
= {a1; a2; a3; a1; a2; a3}, it has the axiom a1a2a3 and its morphism is de3ned by the
rules
a1 → a1; a2 → a2; a3 → a3; a1 → a1 a2; a2 → a2; a3 → a33:
The beginning of the sequence looks as follows, where bold characters indicate that a
complementarity transition has taken place:
a1a2a3; a1 a2a33 ; a1 a2
2a33; a1a
3
2a
3
3 ; a1 a
3
2a
9
3 ; a1 a2
4a93; a1 a2
5a93;
a1 a26a93; a1 a2
7a93; a1 a2
8a93; a1a
9
2a
9
3 ; a1 a
9
2a
27
3 ; a1 a2
10a273 ;
after which there are 16 words before the next complementarity transition.
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Observe that only the barred letters induce growth. The length sequence is strictly
growing:
3; 5; 6; 7; 13; 14; 15; 16; 17; 18; 19; 37; 38; : : : :
The growth Puctuates between linear growth (from n to n+ 1) and exponential jumps
(from 1+2× 3n to 1+3n+3n+1). Indeed, when f(i) is of the form 1+2× 3n; n¿0;
then f(i + 1)=1 + 3n + 3n+1. When f(i) (¿3) is not of the form 1 + 2× 3n, then
f(i+1)=f(i)+ 1. Thus, the strictly increasing growth function f assumes all values
¿3, except the values strictly between the numbers 1+2× 3n and 1+3n+3n+1; for all
n¿0. It is not a D0L growth function and, in fact, it is not even a Z-rational function.
Further details are given in [11].
The road of our example system begins with the word 1011051101711. In general,
there is an exponentially growing sequence of 0s between words 11. Explicitly, after
the 3rst position the bit 1 occurs exactly in positions 3i+1 + i and 3i+1 + i+ 1, for all
i¿0.
As regards equivalence problems, the same ones can be formulated for Watson–
Crick D0L systems as for ordinary D0L systems and, in addition, the problem of road
equivalence: decide of two given systems whether or not they have the same road. The
following theorem summarizes some results from [18,11]. If ’ is a recursive function
mapping the set of positive integers into {0; 1}, we denote by t’ the in3nite binary
word whose ith letter equals 1 exactly in case ’(i)= 1, for all i¿1.
Theorem 1. For every recursive function ’, a Watson–Crick DOL system whose
Watson–Crick road equals t’ can be e7ectively constructed. Every ultimately periodic
in8nite binary word can be expressed as the road of a system with a 8nite trigger.
The stability problem is decidable for Watson–Crick DOL systems with a regular
trigger but undecidable for systems with a context-sensitive trigger. The stability
problem for standard Watson–Crick DOL systems is algorithmically equivalent to
the problem Zpos. The road, growth, sequence and language equivalence problems are
all undecidable for Watson–Crick DOL systems with context-sensitive triggers. Any
algorithm for solving the road, growth, sequence or language equivalence problem for
standard Watson–Crick DOL systems can be converted into an algorithm for solving
the problem Zpos.
3. Uni-transitional mode
In this paper we will investigate of variant of Watson–Crick D0L systems, where
at most one complementarity transition may take place in the sequence. In other
words, only one correction is allowed. After a complementarity transition no further
complementarity transitions may take place and, consequently, also bad words can
be produced. Thus, intuitively, only such cases are considered, where one correction
in the sequence suNces. We will see that, in spite of their seeming simplicity, such
uni-transitional systems have amazing computational capabilities.
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Denition 6. A Watson–Crick D0L system GW = (G; TR), with the underlying D0L
system G=(n; g; w0), operates in the uni-transitional mode if its sequence wi; i¿0
is de3ned by
wi+1 =
{
hW(g(wi)) if i is the smallest index such that g(wi) ∈ TR;
g(wi) otherwise;
for all i¿0. Watson–Crick D0L systems operating in the uni-transitional mode are
called uni-transitional systems or, briePy, UT-systems.
Based on the sequence of an UT-system, its language, length sequence, growth
function and road are introduced as in De3nitions 1–3. Clearly, the road equals either
0!, in which case the system is stable, or else 0k10!, where k¿0, in which case the
number k + 1 is referred to as the transition point of the system. Thus, the transition
point T (U) of a system U indicates the position of the bit 1 in the road of U. We will
see that the problem of determining the transition point is algorithmically equivalent
to many of the central problems about UT-systems, such as the sequence, language,
growth and road equivalence problems. The latter problems are de3ned for UT-systems
as for ordinary Watson–Crick D0L systems. Also De3nitions 4 and 5 about stable and
standard systems are extended to concern UT-systems. Apart from the next section,
we will consider only standard UT-systems in this paper.
As an example, consider the following two standard UT-systems U1 and U2 over
the DNA-alphabet {A; C; G; T}. (We prefer to use the DNA-notation for DNA-like
alphabets n with n=2. Recall that the pyrimidines C and T correspond to barred
letters.) The axiom of U1 (resp. U2) is A (resp. TG2). The productions of U1 are
A→ AC; C → C; G → ; T → A:
The productions of U2 are the same except that T→A is replaced by T→T . Then
the sequence of U1 is
A; AC; TG2; A; AC; AC2; AC3; : : : ;
whereas the sequence of U2 is
TG2; A; AC; AC2; AC3; : : : :
The roads (resp. transition points) of the two systems are 010! and 10! (resp. 2 and
1). Clearly, the two systems are language equivalent but not sequence, growth or road
equivalent. Observe also that the sequence of U1 has repetitions, although its language
is in3nite. This phenomenon is possible neither for D0L systems nor for Watson–Crick
D0L systems.
The sequence of a UT-system can be viewed as a D0L sequence, supplemented with
some “initial mess”. Since the class of D0L growth functions is invariant under such a
supplement, the following theorem is an immediate consequence of the de3nitions, and
the fact that the language {AG; AC; TG; G} is not a D0L language but is generated
by the standard UT-system with the axiom AC and productions
A→ T; T → ; G → G; C → C:
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Theorem 2. The class of sequences (resp. languages) of UT-systems includes properly
the class of D0L sequences (resp. languages). The language of a UT-system is of
the form F ∪L, where F is 8nite and L is a D0L language. UT-systems and D0L
systems de8ne the same class of growth functions.
If we are dealing with standard UT-systems, it is not known how we can 3nd a
D0L system de3ning the same growth function as a given UT-system. This and many
other decision problems will be discussed in Section 5. In the case of regular triggers,
such problems are decidable, as will be seen in the next section.
Using the terminology customary for Lindenmayer systems, we will speak also of
Watson–Crick D0L schemes and UT-schemes. A scheme is simply a system without
the axiom. When a scheme is supplemented with an axiom, it becomes a system.
Schemes give us the possibility of varying one item, the axiom, in the basic structure
consisting of the alphabet, the morphism and the trigger. Such is possibility is needed
when we want to compute functions in a more variegated fashion than what is provided
by growth functions. In the following de3nitions, the argument for a function is varied
by changing the axiom in a scheme.
Denition 7. Consider a standard Watson–Crick D0L scheme GW, with the underlying
D0L scheme G=(n; g). A partial recursive function ’ mapping a subset of the set
of non-negative integers into non-negative integers is computed by GW if the alphabet
n contains the letters B; b; E; e with the productions E→E and e→ e and satisfying
the following condition. For all i¿0; the equation ’(i)= j holds exactly in case there
is a derivation according to GW
Bbi ⇒∗ Eej
and, moreover, the letters E and e appear in this derivation at the last step only. A
function ’ is Watson–Crick computable if it is computed by some standard Watson–
Crick D0L scheme GW.
Here we have used the customary yield relation ⇒ and its transitive closure ⇒∗.
Thus, the scheme GW is provided with the axiom Bbi, where i is the argument value.
The function value j appears in the last word Eej and, by our assumption about the
productions, this word does not change any more. It is also clear from the notation
that all of the special letters B; b; E; e are “non-barred” ones.
De3nition 7 is due to SosRSk, [20]. He considers also functions with several variables.
For our purposes in Section 6 below, we now modify the de3nition for UT-schemes.
Because only one complementarity transition is possible, partial recursiveness might be
needed only if the trigger is very complicated. Therefore, we restrict the attention to
recursive functions.
Denition 8. Consider a standard UT-scheme U, with the underlying D0L scheme
G=(n; g). A recursive function ’ mapping the set of non-negative integers into
itself is computed by U if the alphabet n contains the letters B; b; E; e with the
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productions E→E and e→ e and satisfying the following condition. For all i¿0; the
equation ’(i)= j holds exactly in case there is a derivation according to U
Bbi ⇒∗ Eej
and, moreover, the letters E and e appear in this derivation at the last step only. A
function ’ is UT-computable if it is computed by some standard UT-scheme U.
We conclude this section with two examples of standard systems that will come into
use also in Section 6. Consider 3rst the standard UT-scheme Ulog. We list the produc-
tions, from which it is also seen that the alphabet consists of the letters a; b; c; d; e; t; a1;
c1; B; E; B1, as well as of their barred versions:
B→; B1dtta1a; b→ b; B1 → B1; Jt→ tt; Jd→ Jd;
a→ ac; c→ c; a1 → a1c1; c1 → c1;
B1 → E; c1 → e; E → E; e→ e;
x →  otherwise:
Here the last line takes care of all the remaining letters and their barred versions.
Consider the derivation
Bb10 ⇒ B1dtta1ab10 ⇒ B1dtttta1c1acb10 ⇒
⇒ B1dtttttttta1c1c1accb10 ⇒T B1dt16a1c31ac3b10 ⇒ Ee3;
where we have indicated the complementarity transition by the lower index T in the
yield relation. Observe that [log2 10]= 3. Indeed, it is not diNcult to see that our
UT-scheme Ulog computes the function [log2 x], for x¿1. The (a; c)-part counts the
number of steps before the power of t has exceeded the power of b given as the input.
Then the complementarity transition will take place, because the (a; c)-part preserves
the balance between purines and pyrimidines, and so does the (B; d)-part. Finally, the
number of steps appears as the output.
The principle behind our second standard UT-scheme Uroot is similar. The produc-
tions are now
B→ B1dta1a; b→ b; B1 → B1; Jd→ Jd;
Jt → tuvv; u→ uvv; Jv→ Jv;
a→ ac; c→ c; a1 → a1c1; c1 → c1;
B1 → E; c1 → e; E → E; e→ e; x →  otherwise:
Instead of powers of 2, the t-part computes now squares, yielding altogether the func-
tion [
√
x], for x¿0. Thus, we obtain the following result.
Lemma 1. The functions [log2 x] and [
√
x] are UT-computable.
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4. Regular triggers
The most challenging problems lie in the area of standard UT-systems and
UT-schemes, that is, those having the language PYR as the trigger. Although the setup
is very simple, many fundamental questions about standard UT-systems remain open.
The situation is entirely diMerent if, instead of PYR, regular triggers are considered.
The present section deals with regular triggers, whereas Sections 5 and 6 investigate
standard systems.
Thus, consider a UT-scheme U=(G; TR), with the underlying D0L scheme G=
(n; g) and regular trigger TR. We will establish a simple method of computing
the transition point, after which all basic issues can be settled. The method works
for UT-systems, that is, U is supplemented with an axiom, as well as for the setup
where the axiom is not speci3ed. We will deduce for the transition point an upper
bound depending only on n and the cardinality m of the state set of the minimal 3nite
automaton accepting TR. Thus, the upper bound is independent of g and the chosen
axiom, and depends on TR only in the way indicated. Our purpose is to establish the
following result.
Theorem 3. Consider two positive integers m and n. There is an e7ectively computable
constant )= )(m; n) such that, for any UT-system U=(G; TR), with the underlying
D0L system G=(n; g; w0) and with m being the cardinality of the state set for
the minimal automaton accepting the regular trigger TR, the transition point of U
(if it exists) satis8es T (U)6).
The setup in Theorem 3 is similar to the one in [7]. As pointed out in [7], also
some on the constructions in [5] become essentially simpler by these methods.
Watson–Crick D0L systems and UT-systems can also be viewed as DT0L systems,
[13], with two morphisms (tables) g and hWg. The following result can be inferred
from Lemma 2.2 in [3]. We do not need the result because we will develop tools
explicitly for our purposes.
Lemma 2. Consider a DT0L system (; H; w0) and a regular language R⊆∗. Then
the language {+∈H∗|+(w0)∈R} is regular.
We will consider 3nite deterministic automata A=(;Q; -; q0; F), where the items
have their customary meaning: alphabet, state set, transition function, initial state, and
3nal state set. The domain of the transition function is extended to concern words in
the usual way. Thus -(q; x) is the state where the word x takes the automaton from
the state q.
Denition 9. Given a 3nite deterministic automaton A=(; Q; -; q0; F) and a
morphism g :∗→∗, the 3nite deterministic automaton g−1(A) is de3ned by
g−1(A) = (; Q; -g−1 ; q0; F);
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where -g−1 (q; a)= -(q; g(a)), for all q∈Q and a∈. The sequence of automata S(A; g)
is de3ned inductively: A0 =A; Ai+1 = g−1(Ai); i¿0. The length of the sequence, in
symbols |S(A; g)|, is de3ned to be the smallest index i such that the automaton Ai
appears already earlier in the sequence.
The following lemma contains some immediate yet important observations.
Lemma 3. An arbitrary word x is accepted by the automaton g−1(A) exactly in case
the word g(x) is accepted by the automaton A. The length of the sequence S(A; g)
is always 8nite and satis8es the inequality
|S(A; g)|6mmn;
where m and n are the cardinalities of Q and , respectively.
Proof. The 3rst sentence is an immediate consequence of De3nition 9. The second
sentence follows because only the transition function varies in the automata in the
sequence S(A; g), and the (very rude) upper bound is given for all possible transition
functions.
Lemma 4. Consider a UT-system U=(G; TR), with the underlying D0L system G=
(n; g; w0) and regular trigger TR, accepted by the 8nite deterministic automaton
A. The system U is stable if and only if the word w0 is not accepted by any of the
automata in the sequence S(A; g). Otherwise, the transition point of U equals the
smallest index i such that w0 is accepted by the automaton Ai in the sequence.
Proof. The Lemma follows by de3nitions and Lemma 3. Observe that, by De3nition
2, the word w0 is not accepted by A.
The following result is now an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.
Lemma 5. Use the notation in the preceding Lemma. Then the transition point of
the UT-system U satis8es the inequality
T (U) ¡ |S(A; g)|:
Clearly, Theorem 3 now follows by Lemmas 3 and 5. Moreover, we have given a
method to compute the transition point. In general, the latter is much smaller than the
upper bound given in Lemma 3.
We turn next to the various equivalence problems for UT-systems with regular trig-
gers. By Theorem 3, the situation is completely under control, and we can reduce
the problems to known results concerning D0L systems. We still need the following
auxiliary result.
Lemma 6. Let Li; i=1; 2 (resp. Fi; i=1; 2) be e7ectively given D0L (resp. 8nite)
languages. Then it is decidable whether or not L1 ∪F1 =L2 ∪F2.
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Proof. The result follows because, by [13], membership is decidable for D0L languages
and, by [15], inclusion is decidable for D0L languages.
Theorem 4. Sequence, language, growth and road equivalence are all decidable for
UT-systems with regular triggers.
Proof. The Theorem follows by known results [13], for D0L systems, and by The-
orem 3 and Lemma 6. The reader might also want to compare the situation to that
concerning Watson–Crick D0L systems [7]. In the latter case, the language equivalence
is considerably harder.
Observe that, by Theorem 3, the construction claimed in the last sentence of The-
orem 2 is eMective: For any given UT-system with a regular trigger, a D0L system
de3ning the same growth function can be eMectively constructed.
Also the following 3nal result in this section is a consequence of Theorem 3 (or,
more explicitly of Lemma 4). We say that a UT-scheme U is universally stable if, for
all possible axioms w0, the UT-system resulting from U by supplementing it with w0
is stable.
Theorem 5. It is decidable whether or not a given UT-scheme with a regular trigger
is universally stable.
5. Decision problems for standard systems
Nothing analogous to Theorem 3 can be obtained for standard UT-systems. On the
contrary, we have the following result.
Theorem 6. There exists an e7ectively constructable standard UT-scheme U with the
following property. For any integer k, one can 8nd a word w0 such that the UT-
system obtained from U by supplementing it with the axiom w0 has the transition
point ¿k.
Proof. By [8], there exists (eMectively) a D0L system G=(; h; u0) whose length
sequence
xi = |ui|; i = 0; 1; : : : ;
satis3es the following two conditions.
(i) The set {i|xi¿xi+1} is in3nite.
(ii) For each integer k, there exists an ik such that
xik ¡ xik+1 ¡ · · ·¡ xik+k ¡ xik+k+1:
Based on G, we now construct a standard UT-scheme U as follows. We 3rst take
primed versions a′ of the letters a∈, yielding the alphabet ′. The alphabet n of
U consists of the letters in ∪′, as well as of their barred versions. (As usual,
the barred letters are pyrimidines whose majority is decisive in the de3nition of the
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trigger PYR. A primed word, such as h(a)′, indicates that primes are distributed to the
individual letters.)
The morphism g of U is de3ned as follows:
g(a) = h(a); g(a′) = h(a)′ for a ∈ ;
g(b) = b for b ∈ J ∪ ′:
Given k, we now choose the axiom
w0 = uik+1u
′
ik :
We claim that the resulting standard UT-system satis3es Theorem 6.
Indeed, the 3rst words in the sequence of the UT-system are
w0 = uik+1u
′
ik ; w1 = uik+2u
′
ik+1; : : : ; wk = uik+k+1u
′
ik+k
:
Thus, both the non-barred and barred parts in the words are obtained from the sequence
of G, but the non-barred part runs one step ahead of the barred part. By (ii), none
of the words w0; : : : ; wk belongs to the trigger PYR. On the other hand, by (i), some
word wl with l¿k belongs to the trigger. This completes the proof of Theorem 6.
Observe that the second line in the de3nition of g is arbitrary and does not aMect the
proof. By changing this part of the de3nition, the resulting UT-system can be forced to
have desired properties. As given, the de3nition makes the language of the UT-system
3nite.
In the sequel we consider the following seven decision problems for standard UT-
systems. While the decidability of the problems remains open, we show that they are
algorithmically equivalent: an algorithm for solving any of them can be converted
to an algorithm for solving any other. Thus, assume that we are given an arbitrary
standard UT-system or two arbitrary standard UT-systems. We consider the following
problems.
1. Determine the transition point.
2. Decide stability.
3. Decide sequence equivalence.
4. Decide language equivalence.
5. Decide growth equivalence.
6. Decide road equivalence.
7. Decide the 3niteness of the generated language.
We begin with the following observation, showing why the situation here is essen-
tially more complicated than in connection with D0L systems. For D0L systems, the
sequence equivalence is decidable. However, no reasonable bound B is known such
that, to decide the equivalence, it would suNce to compare the 3rst B words in the
two given sequences. According to a well-known conjecture it suNces to choose B to
be twice the size of the alphabet of the given systems. (All known examples satisfy
this conjecture, see [6] for a recent contribution.)
The following result shows that nothing analogous to this 2n-Conjecture can hold
for UT-systems.
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Theorem 7. There are two (e7ectively constructable) standard UT-schemes, over the
alphabet n and with the morphisms g1 and g2, having the following property. For
any integer k, one can 8nd a word w0 such that the sequences of the two standard
UT-systems, resulting from the two schemes by supplementing them with the axiom
w0, coincide with respect to the 8rst k words but di7er later on.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 6. As already pointed out, the second
line in the de3nition of g is arbitrary. We can de3ne it diMerently for the two UT-
schemes, to guarantee that the sequences will be diMerent after the transition point.
(For instance, we can use the given de3nition for one scheme, and let all letters go to
 in the other scheme.) Then the claim will be satis3ed.
We will now discuss the seven problems listed above. Clearly, Problems 1 and 2
are algorithmically equivalent. On the other hand, it follows from the de3nitions that
Problem 2 is algorithmically equivalent to the stability problem for Watson–Crick D0L
systems. Hence, by Theorem 1, we obtain the following result.
Lemma 7. Problems 1 and 2 are algorithmically equivalent to the problem Zpos.
Lemma 8. Problems 1 and 6 are algorithmically equivalent.
Proof. If we can determine the transition point, we can decide road equivalence by
determining the two transition points. Suppose we can decide road equivalence. To
determine the transition point of a given UT-system, we decide its road equivalence
with some system whose road is known to be 0!. If the systems are not road equivalent,
we know that the transition point exists. We then compute the road until the transition
point is found.
Lemma 9. Problems 2, 3 and 5 are algorithmically equivalent.
Proof. Assuming 2, we can compute both sequences (resp. both length sequences)
beyond the transition point, and then use the decidability result for D0L systems.
Assume that we have an algorithm for Problem 5 and want to decide the stability of
a given standard UT-system U. Two new standard UT-systems U1 and U2 are de3ned
by adding the letters b1; b2; b1; b2 to the alphabet of U. The axiom of both systems
is obtained by adding the pre3x b1b2 to the axiom of U. The productions
b1 → b1; b2 → b2
are in both systems, whereas the productions
b1 → b1; b2 → b2 (resp: b1 → ; b2 → )
are in U1 (resp. U2). Clearly, U is stable if and only if U1 and U2 are growth equiv-
alent. The same argument shows also that the decidability of Problem 3 implies the
decidability of Problem 2.
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Lemma 10. Problems 2 and 4 are algorithmically equivalent.
Proof. Assume that we can decide Problem 4. The construction in the preceding lemma
can be applied. The given system U is stable if and only if U1 and U2 are language
equivalent. Conversely, if Problem 2 is decidable, we can use Lemma 6 to decide
language equivalence.
Lemma 11. Problems 2 and 7 are algorithmically equivalent.
Proof. Again an algorithm for Problem 2 reduces Problem 7 to deciding the 3nite-
ness of a given D0L language. Conversely, assume that an algorithm is known for
Problem 7.
Let U be a given standard UT-system, with the underlying D0L system (n; g; w0).
We want to decide the stability of U. Without loss of generality, we assume that the
language of the underlying D0L system is in3nite. We construct a UT-system U1 with
the underlying D0L system (1; g1; w0) as follows. Assume that
n = {a1; : : : ; an; a1; : : : ; an}:
We consider new alphabets
n(b) = {b1; : : : ; bn; b1; : : : ; bn};
n(c) = {c1; : : : ; cn; c1; : : : ; cn}:
De3ne 1 =n ∪n(b)∪n(c). Let f :∗n →n(b)∗ ∪n(c)∗ be the morphism de3ned
by
f(ai) = bi; f(ai) = ci; 16 i 6 n:
Now the morphism g1 is de3ned by
g1(a) = f(g(a)); a ∈ n;
g1(bi) = ai; g1(ci) = ai; 16 i 6 n;
g1(bi) = g1(ci) = ; 16 i 6 n:
It is easy to verify that the language of U1 is in3nite if and only if U is stable. Indeed,
the beginning of the sequence of U1 is
w0; f(g(w0)); w1; f(g(w1)); w2; f(g(w2)); : : : ;
where wi; i=0; 1; : : : ; is the sequence of U. An eventual complementarity transition
takes place in a word f(g(wi)), after which the productions on the last line of the
de3nition of g1 are applied, and the sequence ends with .
Summarizing Lemmas 7–11 we now obtain the 3nal result.
Theorem 8. Problems 1–7 are algorithmically equivalent among themselves and also
algorithmically equivalent to the problem Zpos.
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6. Computing functions
It has been shown in [20] that every partial recursive function is Watson–Crick com-
putable. We now present some results about UT-computable functions, as introduced in
De3nition 8. A more detailed discussion about UT-computability lies beyond the scope
of this paper, and we hope to return to the matter in another context. The restriction
of having at most one complementarity transition is an obvious limitation for com-
putability. For instance, Watson–Crick computable functions are clearly closed under
composition: the output can be viewed as a new input. This method does not work for
UT-computability, since the new input gives rise to an ordinary D0L sequence.
The following results can be obtained by arguments analogous to the ones used in
Lemma 1. Although growth functions are de3ned very diMerently from UT-computable
functions, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 9. Every D0L growth function is UT-computable.
Proof. Let f be the growth function of the D0L system (; h; w0). Thus, f(0)= |w0|
and f(1)= |h(w0)|. We now construct a standard UT-scheme U with the underlying
D0L scheme (n; g) as follows. The alphabet n consists of the letters in , in ′
(the corresponding primed letters), in J and J′, as well as of the other letters and
their barred versions appearing in the productions below. (Our use of primes and bars
should be clear. As always, the barred letters are pyrimidines.)
The productions de3ning g are now listed.
a→ h(a); a′ → h(a)′ for a ∈ ;
B→ B1tdw′0w0; b→ b; Jd→ Jd;
B1 → B1 Jt; Jt → Jt; B1 → E; E → E;
a′ → e for a ∈ ; e→ e;
x →  otherwise:
It is easy to see that the scheme U computes the function f. The w-part computes the
D0L sequence, keeping the balance between purines and pyrimidines. The t-part counts
the number of steps, comparing it with the input i in bi. The length of the appropriate
word in the D0L sequence appears as the output.
Theorem 10. The class of UT-computable functions contains properly the class of
N-rational functions.
Proof. N-rational functions coincide with HD0L growth functions, [13]. Thus, we have
to consider the sequence of an HD0L system, obtained from a D0L sequence by
applying another morphism h1. The construction in the preceding Theorem remains
unchanged, except that the productions a′→ e have to be replaced by the productions
a′ → e|h1(a)|:
The containment is proper because the functions in Lemma 1 are not even Z-rational.
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7. Conclusion
The operation of complementarity transition, basic in DNA computing, alters drasti-
cally the simple structure of D0L systems. Even one complementarity transition, giving
rise to UT-systems investigated in this paper, seems to open unexpected developmen-
tal possibilities. We have presented some fundamental results and constructions along
these lines. As we have pointed out, many challenging problems remain still open.
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